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Problem Identification: Oral anticancer medication (OAM) use has been steadily increasing, leading to several patient benefits. A notable challenge for nurses is accurate monitoring of patient OAM regimens because nonadherence is associated with poor health
outcomes and decreased survival. Currently, no gold standard measure of OAM adherence
exists. The authors conducted a systematic review of the association between objective
and patient-reported measures of OAM adherence.
Literature Search: A systematic electronic literature search was conducted using PubMed,
EMBASE, Scopus, PsycINFO®, Cochrane Library, Web of Science, and CINAHL® databases
through November 2014.
Data Evaluation: Articles were independently reviewed to determine whether they included
an original characterization of the level of association between objective and patientreported measures of OAM adherence.
Synthesis: From a total of 11,135 articles retrieved, eight studies met inclusion criteria.
Objective adherence was primarily assessed using pill counts or Medication Event Monitoring System (MEMSCap™). Patient-reported adherence was most commonly assessed using
study-specific questionnaires. Significant positive correlations were observed between
objective and patient-reported adherence across most studies, with three studies reporting
higher rates of adherence via patient reporting.
Conclusions: Despite variation in the OAMs and measures used, patient-reported adherence
rates were equal to or higher than objective adherence measures across studies. Social desirability bias may be a concern; however, given the significant concordance observed, using
patient-reported methods in future studies of OAM adherence may be justified.
Implications for Nursing: This review provides evidence to support nursing use of patientreported measures to accurately monitor OAM adherence and potentially improve the
quality of patient–provider communication.

T

he use of oral anticancer medication (OAM) has been steadily on the rise
to treat a variety of cancer types (Bedell, 2003; Moore, 2007; O’Neill &
Twelves, 2002). OAMs allow patients to administer their own treatments
from the privacy of their homes, decreasing the necessity for frequent
clinic visits. As a result, OAMs have been shown to be a patient-preferred
option, related primarily to the convenience of administration, as well as the
perceived reduction in interference with everyday life (Foulon, Schoffski, &
Wolter, 2011). The preference for oral over IV medications may also be related, in
part, to an increase in perceived effectiveness and the perceived reduced toxicity of this method (Borner et al., 2002; Fallowfield et al., 2006; Thanki, Gangwal,
Sangamwar, & Jain, 2013).
Despite the perceived benefits of OAM, adherence (defined, in this context,
as the extent to which patients take their medications as prescribed by their
healthcare providers either as part of clinical trial participation or routine
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